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We modify the example of Mayr and Meyer to give an example of a polynomial
ideal generated by quadrics which exhibits double exponential growth for the ideal
membership problem. We also show that the homogenization of this example gives
a set of elements which has a minimal syzygy of double exponential degree.
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INTRODUCTION
w xLet R s K x , . . . , x be a polynomial ring over a field K. Let h be an1 ¨
 .element of an ideal I s h , . . . , h . The ideal membership problem for1 s
 .h g I deals with the size of the minimum degree D ¨ , h, I such that
 .h s  g h for some elements g of degree F D ¨ , h, I . Hermann1F iF s i i i
w x  w x.  .  .2¨ y1H see also S, MW showed that D ¨ , h, I F deg h q 2 sm , where
m is the maximum of the degrees of h . A sharper bound of deg h qi
 .2¨ y1 w x . w x2 2m was given in MW . In 1982 Mayr and Meyer MM constructed
an example h g I in a polynomial ring in ¨ s 14n variables which requires
 . 2 ny 1D ¨ , h, I G d , for some d, showing that the double exponential growth
cannot be improved. Soon after the example, D. Eisenbud asked if one can
 . find a similar example with quadric i.e., of degree two generators. Some
.generators are of degree five in the example of Mayr and Meyer. The
purpose of this paper is to give such an example by modifying the version
w xof the example given in BS which uses a smaller number of variables.
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We use a naive approach of introducing variables and quadric genera-
tors to reduce the degrees of the generators of higher degrees, e.g., replace
xy y u¨w with xy y ut and t y ¨w introducing a new variable t. The
difficulty is to prove that the resulting ideal, which was made to be
generated by quadrics, also requires double exponential growth for the
ideal membership problem. To show that some number N is a lower
 .bound for D ¨ , h, I , we need to show that for all expression h s
 g h , some g has degree G N. This requires some control of the1F iF s i i i
 4syzygies of the generators h : 1 F i F s because the expression  g hi 1F iF s i i
is unique only up to the syzygies. Instead of dealing with syzygies, we will
show that there is a distinguished generator, say h , and a distinguished1
monomial M of degree N such that in every expression  g h of h,1F iF s i i
g s M q g , where M is not one of the monomials of g . See Key1 1 1
.Lemma 1.3 for detail.
We remark here that there have been improvements of the example of
Mayr and Meyer in the direction of reducing the asymptotic ratio between
w xthe number of variables ¨ s 14n and the double exponent n y 1. In BS
w xBayer and Stillman improved the ratio to ¨ ; 10n, and in Y Yap
introduced a method of generating an example for which the ratio is
¨ ; 2n. This ratio is very close to the new upper bound recently obtained
w x  .by Lazard L which implies that if ¨ ; cn, then c G log 4rlog 3 ) 1.26.
The ratio in our quadric example in Section 2 is ¨ ; 22n due to many new
variables which are introduced to reduce the degrees of the generators of
the ideal. This poor ratio seems to be an expected trade off considering
w xthat the method described in Y increases the degree bound for the
 w x.generators see Theorems 9 and 11 in Y .
In Section 1 we give a purely algebraic account of the example of Mayr
and Meyer assuming Key Lemma 1.3. This provides an alternative way to
understand the example for those who are not familiar with the complexity
w xtheory used in MM , or the analysis of the graphs associated with the
w xideals generated by binomials used in BS . More importantly this ap-
proach presents the example in such a way that the modifications in
Section 2 to the quadric and the homogeneous cases are quite straightfor-
ward. The central result in our presentation is Key Lemma 1.3 which will
be proved in Section 3. In Section 4 we include remarks of some interest
that are not essentially in our modifications.
The author thanks D. Eisenbud and C. Huneke for sharing their insights
to this problem, especially to Huneke who explained in detail his own
simplified version of the construction of Mayr and Meyer, and provided
many helpful suggestions along with Example 2.3. Even though the reason-
ing presented here is independent, it might not have been found without
his stimulating introduction to the problem.
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1. THE EXAMPLE OF MAYR AND MEYER
In this section we re-establish the example of Mayr and Meyer assuming
Key Lemma 1.3 whose proof is deferred to Section 3 in order to present
the idea of modifications first.
We will work with a version of the example due to Bayer and Stillman
w x w xBS which uses a smaller number of variables. In MM, BS the names of
the variables are chosen to reflect their roles in the construction, e.g., S
for ``start'' variable and F for ``finish'' variable. These rather not so
customary variables will not carry any such meanings in our analysis, which
w xis purely algebraic, but we will keep the same notation as in BS not to
confuse anyone who may already be familiar with the constructions de-
w xscribed in MM, BS .
 4Ring A. Let n G 1. Let V s s , f and, for 0 F j F n y 1, let Vn n n j
 4denote the set of variables s , f , b , . . . , b , c , . . . , c ; the variables in Vj j j1 j4 j1 j4 j
w xwill be said to be of level j. Let A s K V , . . . , V be a polynomial ring0 n
over a field K. We note that A has 10n q 2 variables.
Notation. When an integer r, 1 F r F n, is fixed, let upper-case letters
denote level r variables, and let lower-case letters denote level r y 1
variables: Let S s s , F s f , B s b , C s c , s s s , f s f , b sr r i r i i r i ry1 ry1 i
b , and c s c . ry1. i i  ry1. i
Ideal J. Let d G 2 be an integer. We first define the binomial genera-
tors h as follows:r k
four level 0 generators, 1 F i F 4,
h s s c y f c bd ;0 i 0 0 i 0 0 i 0 i
first six level r generators, 1 F r F n,
h s S y sc s s y s c ,r1 1 r  ry1.  ry1.1
h s sc y F s s c y f ,r 2 4  ry1.  ry1.4 r
h s fc y sc s f c y s c ,r 3 1 2  ry1.  ry1.1  ry1.  ry1.2
h s sc y fc s s c y f c ,r4 3 4  ry1.  ry1.3  ry1.  ry1.4
h s sc y sc s s c y s c ,r5 3 2  ry1.  ry1.3  ry1.  ry1.2
h s fc b y fc b s f c b y f y f c b ;r 6 2 1 3 4  ry1.  ry1.2  ry1.1 y1.1  ry1.  ry1.3  ry1.4
last four level r generators, 1 F r F n y 1, 1 F i F 4,
h s fc C b y fc C B br 6qi. 2 i 2 2 i i 3
s f c c b y f c c b b ; ry1.  ry1.2 r i  ry1.2  ry1.  ry1.2 r i r i  ry1.3
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last level n generator,
h s fc b y fc b s f c b y f c b .n7 2 2 2 3 ny1. ny1.2 ny1.2 ny1. ny1.2 ny1.3
 4.We now define the ideals I , 0 F r F n y 1. Let I s h : 1 F i F 4r 0 0 i
 4.and, for 1 F r F n y 1, let I s I q h : 1 F k F 10 . Letr ry1 r k
 4J s I q h : 1 F k F 7 . .ny1 nk
EXAMPLE. We will show that the element s y f g J requires a dou-n n
ble exponential coefficient.
Notation. For 0 F j F n y 1, let e s d2 j.j
 . erLEMMA 1.1. i For 0 F r F n y 1, s c y f c b g I for all 1 Fr r i r r i r i r
i F 4.
 .ii s y f g J.n n
 .Proof. i We use induction on r. Let r G 1 as the case r s 0 follows
from the definition of I . Let upper-case letters denote level r variables.0
We will show that SC y FC B er is in the ideal generated by seven level ri i i
 . ery 1generators first six and h and four binomials sc y fc b , 1 F i F 4,r 6qi. i i i
which are elements of I by the induction hypothesis. We will find gry1
and d such that
SC y FC B er s C S y sc q C sc y fc bery 1 q C bery 1 fc y sc .  . .i i i i 1 i 1 1 1 i 1 1 2
q C B er sc y F q yC B er sc y fc bery 1 .  .  .i i 4 i i 4 4 4
q C B er bery 1 sc y fc . .i i 4 3 4
q g C b sc y fc bery 1 q yg C bery 1 fc b y fc b . .  .i 4 3 3 3 i 3 2 1 3 4
q yg C b y C B er bery 1 sc y sc . .i 4 i i 4 3 2
q C bery 1 y g C b y C B er bery 1 sc y fc bery 1 .  .i 1 i 4 I i 4 2 2 2
q d fc C b y fc C B b . ) .  .2 i 2 2 i i 3
After simplifying, we see that g and d have to satisfy the equation
g C bery 1 fc b q C bery 1 y g C b y C B er bery 1 fc bery 1 .i 3 2 1 i 1 i 4 i i 4 2 2
y d fc C b y B b s 0 .2 i 2 i 3
« g b bery 1 y b bery 1 y d b y B b s B er bery 1 bery 1 y bery 1 bery 1 . . .1 3 4 2 2 i 3 i 4 2 1 2
 .Working mod b y B b , i.e., replacing b with B b , we only need to2 i 3 2 i 3
e ry 1  . e ry 1 e ry 1 e ry 1 .check that b b y b B b s yb B b y b divides1 3 4 i 3 3 i 4 1
er ery 1 .ery 1 ery 1 .ery 1  .B b B b y b B b in the polynomial ring Ar b y B b .i 4 i 3 1 i 3 2 i 3
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2 e r e ry 1 . e ry 1 e ry 1 . e ry 1  . e ry 1Since e s e , B b B b y b B b s B bj jy 1 i 4 i 3 1 i 3 i 3
 ery 1 .ery 1 ery 14B b b and the assertion follows.i 4 1
 .  .ii Use the same reasoning as i with C s B s 1.i i
Remark 1.2. We can express s y f as combinations of the generatorsn n
 .  ery 1of J using ) in the proof of Lemma 1.1 repeatedly because sc y fc b :i i i
41 F i F 4 is not part of the generators unless their level is 0. The
distinguished monomial we will use is obtained by choosing the coefficient
of s c y f c bery 1 at each level r G 1:r r4 r r4 r4
s y f s ??? q y1 s c y f c beny 1 q ??? .  .n n ny1 ny1.4 ny1 ny1.4 ny1.4
s ??? q y1 yc beny 1 q ??? .  .ny1.4 ny1.4
= s c y f c beny 2 q ??? .ny2 ny2.4 ny2 ny2.4 ny2.4
...
n e j ds ??? q y1 c b q ??? s c y f c b q ??? . .  . j4 j4 0 04 0 04 04 /
1FjFny1
In Section 4 we include a discussion of a distinguished monomial of the
d w xcoefficient of s c y f c b which was considered in BS .0 03 0 03 03
 . n I i1 inNotation. For I s i , . . . , i g N , let X denote X ??? X . For a1 n 1 n
I w x  I 4polynomial a s  c X g K X , . . . , X , let Supp a s X : c / 0 . ToI I 1 n I
 .  .  .simplify the notation we let t 0 s 4, t n s 7, and t j s 10 for 1 F j F n
  .4.y 1, so that I s h : 0 F j F r, 1 F k F t j for 0 F r F n y 1 andr jk
  .4.J s h : 0 F j F n, 1 F k F t j .jk
KEY LEMMA 1.3. Let l be an element of the ring A such that 1 f Supp l,
  .i.e., the constant term of l is 0. If 1 q l s y f s  g h ,n n 0 F jF n, 1F k F t j. jk jk
then
c bej g Supp g . j4 j4 04
1FjFny1
We included l in Key Lemma 1.3 to handle the homogeneous case in
Section 2. We postpone the proof of the Key Lemma to discuss the
modifications first. For completeness we record a result of Mayr and
w xMeyer MM .
 .THEOREM Mayr]Meyer . Any degree bound for the ideal membership
problem must grow double exponentially in the number of ¨ariables.
 .Proof. By Key Lemma 1.3, D 10n q 2, s y f , J G deg g G n y 1n n 04
q  d2 j, which grows double exponentially in 10n q 2, the num-1F jF ny1
ber of variables in A.
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2. MODIFICATIONS TO THE QUADRIC AND THE
HOMOGENEOUS CASES
In this section we modify the example in the previous section so that the
ideal requiring the double exponential growth for the ideal membership
problem is generated by the quadrics. We adjoin many new variables to the
 .ring A in Section 1 to replace suitable quadratic or cubic monomials
dividing higher degree monomials of the generators so that each generator
becomes a quadric. To show that the resulting ideal also requires double
exponential growth we specialize the new variables to obvious monomials
and apply Key Lemma 1.3. The modification to the homogeneous case is
also a similar consequence of Key Lemma 1.3.
Quadric Case. We explain the roles of the new variables before we
formally define them with double subscripts. We first consider the level r
case for 1 F r F n y 1. The level n case is similar and the level 0 case is
considered in the remark below. The first five of the level r generators are
already quadrics. There are two types of higher degree level r generators:
the cubic generator fc b y fc b and the quintic generators fc C b y2 1 3 4 2 i 2
fc C B b . We add variables g to replace fb and the variables u and ¨2 i i 3 i i i i
to replace c C and c C B , respectively. The higher degree generators are2 i 2 i i
 4 then replaced by g c y g c , g y fb for the cubic and g u y g ¨ , u1 2 4 3 i i 2 i 3 i i
4y c C , ¨ y u B for the quintics. These are all quadrics.2 i i i i
 .Remark. We will take d in Section 1 s 2 to make the degree of the
level 0 generators sc y fc bd as small as possible. We add variables g toi i i i
replace fb and the variables x to replace c b . We replace the level 0i i i i
 4generators by the quadrics sc y g x , g y fb , x y c b . Introducing morei i i i i i i i
variables, we may take d G 3. For example, if d s 3, we add new variables
 4y , and replace sc y g x b with sc y g y , y y x b .i i i i i i i i i i i
 .Ring B. Let B be a polynomial ring over A in Section 1 in the
following set of variables:
 4  4x : 1 F i F 4 j g : 0 F r F n y 1i r i
 4j u , ¨ : 0 F r F n y 2, 1 F i F 4 .r i r i
Homomorphism w. Define a ring homomorphism w : B ª A by
<w s id ,A A
w x s c b , for 1 F i F 4, .i 0 i 0 i
w g s f b , for 0 F r F n y 1 and 1 F i F 4, .r i r r i
w u k s c c , for 0 F r F n y 2 and 1 F i F 4, and .r i r 2  rq1. i
w ¨ s c c b , for 0 F r F n y 2 and 1 F i F 4. .r i r 2  rq1. i  rq1. i
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ÄIdeal J. Define the quadrics p as follows:r k
level 0,
p s s c y g x , for 1 F i F 4;0 i 0 0 i 0 i i
level 1 F r F n y 1,
p s h , for 1 F k F 5,r k r k
p s g c y g c ,r 6  ry1.1  ry1.2  ry1.4  ry1.3
p s g u y g ¨ , for 1 F i F 4;r 6qi.  ry1.2  ry1. i  ry1.3  ry1. i
level n,
p s h , for 1 F k F 5,nk nk
p s g c y g c ,n6 ny1.1 ny1.2 ny1.4 ny1.3
p s g c y g c .n7 ny1.2 ny1.2 ny1.3 ny1.2
ÄNow the ideal J is defined by
ÄJ s p : 0 F j F n , 1 F k F t j q Ker w . . 4 .jk
 .  .  .Recall that t 0 s 4, t n s 7, and t j s 10 for 1 F j F n y 1.
ÄEXAMPLE. We will show that the element s y f g J requires a dou-n n
Äble exponential coefficient and J is generated by quadrics.
 .LEMMA 2.1. i Ker w is generated by quadrics.
 .  .  .ii w p s h for 0 F j F n, 1 F k F t j .jk jk
Ä .iii s y f g J.n n
 .  4  .iv Let q : 1 F w F W be the quadric generators of Ker w in iw
listed in any order. Let z be an element of B such that 1 f Supp z . If
Ä1 q z s y f s h p q z q g J , .  .  n n jk jk w w
 . 1FwFW0FjFn , 1FkFt j
then
c bej g Supp h . ) . j4 j4 04
1FjFny1
Proof. Comparing the dimensions of the rings A and B, we can easily
check that Ker w is a complete intersection generated by the quadrics
 4  4x y c b : 1 F i F 4 j g y fb : 0 F r F n y 1, 1 F i F 4i 0 i 0 i r i r i
j u y c c , ¨ y u b : 0 F r F n y 2, 1 F i F 4 . 4r i r 2  rq1. i r i r i  rq1. i
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We note that the cubics ¨ y c c b , the obvious part of minimalr i r 2  rq1. i  rq1. i
generators of ker w, are replaced by the quadrics ¨ y u b .r i r i  rq1. i
 .ii This follows from the way the p are defined.jk
Ä Ä Ä .  .iii Since w J s J and J contains the kernel of w, J contains the
ideal JB and hence the elements s y f by Lemma 1.1.n n
 .  .iv Apply w to ) to get
1 q w z s y f s w h h . .  .  . . n n jk jk
 .0FjFn , 1FkFt j
Since the image of a monomial under w is again a monomial, 1 f
 .  .   . 4Supp w z and Supp w h ; w T : T g Supp h . By Key Lemma 1.3,04 04
e j  .  . c b g Supp w h . Hence it suffices to show that w T /1F jF ny1 j4 04j4
e j e j < c b for any monomial T / P c b . Since w s id ,A1F jF ny1 j4 1F jF ny1 j4 Aj4 j4
this is clear if T is not divisible by any of the new variables. For other
monomials, it follows from the following observations:
 .  .a if x divides T , then c divides w T ,i 0 i
 .  .b if g divides T , then f divides w Tji j
 .  .c if u or ¨ divides T , then c divides w T .ji ji j2
 . e jHence w T /  c b , if T is divisible by any of the new vari-1F jF ny1 j4 j4
ables.
ÄHomogeneous Case. We now homogenize the ideal J using the homog-
 .enizing variable z. Recall that if h x , . . . , x is a polynomial in1 ¨
w x  .K x , . . . , x of degree m, then its homogenization H z, x , . . . , x is1 ¨ 1 ¨
m  .defined to be z h x rz, . . . , x rz . Note that deg H s deg h and1 ¨
 .  .  .H 1, x , . . . , x s h x , . . . , x . H 1, x , . . . , x is said to be the deho-1 ¨ 1 ¨ 1 ¨
mogenization of H.
Ä w xRing R and Ideal K. Let R s B z be a polynomial ring over B. Let s
Ä 4  4denote the number of generators p j q of the ideal J of B.jk w
 .  4s s 10n q W q 1 if one needs to be exact. Let h : 1 F i F s be the seti
of these generators listed in some order such that h s p , for 1 F i F 4.i 0 i
ÄLet H denote the homogenization of h , for 1 F i F s. Let K be the ideali i
  . 4generated by y s y f , H , . . . , H .n n 1 s
LEMMA 2.2. Let m G 1 and let L be an element of R such that z m f
 m .  .Supp L. If z q L, G , . . . , G is a homogeneous syzygy of the elements1 s
  . 4y s y f , H , . . . , H , then m G n q  e .n n 1 s 1F jF ny1 j
Proof. Since h s are all quadrics and s y f is linear, all G 's have thei n n i
same degree m y 1. Since
z m q L s y f s G H , ) .  .  .n n i i
1FiFs
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 .we may dehomogenize ) to get
1 q l s y f s h h , .  . n n i i
1FiFs
w x w x mwhere h resp. l is the dehomogenization of G resp. L . Since z fi i
Supp L, 1 f Supp l. By Lemma 2.1,  c bej g Supp h . Hence1F jF ny1 j4 4j4
m s 1 q deg G G 1 q deg h G 1 q deg  c b e j s n q4 4 1 F jF ny 1 j4 j4
 e .1F jF ny1 j
We summarize the modifications in this section in the following
theorem.
THEOREM. There is an ideal generated by quadrics exhibiting double
exponential growth for the ideal membership problem. Moreo¨er, the homoge-
nization of this ideal gi¨ es an example of a set of homogeneous elements of
degree F 2 with a minimal syzygy of double exponential degree.
 .  .Proof. The ring B has 10n q 2 q 12n y 4 s 22n y 2 variables. By
Ä 2 ny 1 .Lemma 2.1, D 22n y 2, s y f , J G 2 , which grows double exponen-n n
tially in 22n y 2. The second statement would follow from Lemma 2.2 if
 .we show that there is a minimal homogeneous syzygy of the form
 m . mz q L, G , . . . , G with m G 1 and z f Supp L. Since s y f is in the1 s n n
 . t .  .ideal h , . . . , h , z s y f is in the ideal H , . . . , H for some t G 1.1 s n n 1 s
 .  t .This yields a homogeneous syzygy of the form z , ), . . . , ) which
 .implies the existence of a minimal homogeneous syzygy of the form
m m .z q L, G , . . . , G with m G 1 and z f Supp L.1 s
 . w xRemark. Let h be an element of an ideal h , . . . , h . Let H resp. H1 s i
w xdenote the homogenization of h resp. h . Let m be the smallest such thati
m  . mz H is in the ideal H , . . . , H , say z H s  G H , which gives a1 s 1F iF s i i
 m .  . w xsyzygy z , G , . . . , G of yH, H , . . . , H . In BS it was shown that the1 s 1 s
 w xsyzygy arising this way is minimal for s y f g J. See Lemma 2.5 in BSn n
. .or Remark 4.7.i . To dispel an expectation that this would hold in general
we include the following quite surprising example of C. Huneke:
 . w xEXAMPLE 2.3 Huneke . Let A s k s, t, x, y, u, ¨ , w and S s
w x 3 3k z, s, t, x, y, u, ¨ , w . Let I be the ideal generated by x y sy , y y u , x y
t¨ 3, ¨ y w3, uw y 1. It is easy to check that x 2 y st is an element of I.
Using the computer algebra program Macaulay, one checks that 10 is the
m 2 .smallest m such that z x y st is in the homogenization of I, thus
producing a syzygy of degree 12. Macaulay also checks that 10 is the
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maximum degree of the generators of the module of syzygies, which shows
 m .that none of the syzygies of the form z , ), . . . , ) is minimal.
3. PROOF OF THE KEY LEMMA
In this section we prove Key Lemma 1.3 using a suitable grading on A
to control the coefficients. We first note that all monomials of the
 < 4generators of J, and of s y f , are linear in s , f 0 F j F n , and mostn n j j
of the monomials of the level j generators except s and f in the first twoj j
.  < 4generators are linear in c 1 F i F 4 . These properties of the genera-ji
 .tors enable us to consider only certain monomials except s and f thatn n
 < 4  < 4are linear in s , f 0 F j F n , and in c 1 F i F 4 for some j. We willj j ji
use a Nnq1 = Nnq1-grading on A to describe the set of monomials we are
considering. We set some terminology and notation.
DEFINITION 3.1. Let a s c T be an element of A.T
 . w x w xi If c / 0, T resp. c T is said to be a monomial resp. termT T
of a .
 .  y4  < 4ii For a variable y of A, let a s  c T y divides T , i.e., theT
collection of the terms of a divisible by y.
 .iii Let A be graded by a semigroup G and E a subset of G. Let
E  <  . 4a s  c T G-deg T g E , i.e., the collection of the terms of a whoseT
G-degrees are in E.
The following lemma reduces the problem to certain types of coeffi-
cients.
LEMMA 3.2. Let A be graded by a semigroup G. Let E be a subset of G
satisfying the following condition:
E
For each monomial T , Th s Th or 0 for 0 F j F n , 1 F k F t j . . .jk jk
) .
Let 0 F r F n. If a s  g h , then there are g X such that0 F jF r , 1F k F t j. jk jk jk
 . E Xi a s  g h ,0 F jF r , 1F k F t j. jk jk
 . Xii G-degrees of all monomials of  g h are in E,0 F jF r , 1F k F t j. jk jk
and
 . Xiii Supp g ; Supp g .jk jk
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 .E E  .EProof. Apply y to get a s  g h s 0 F jF r , 1F k F t j. jk jk 0 F jF r ,
 .E X  <  .E 4g h . If g s c T , let g s  c T Th s Th . Now1F k F t j. jk jk jk T jk T jk jk
XE .  .the equality g h s g h follows from the condition ) .jk jk jk jk
We now define G and E that will be used in our discussion.
nq1 nq1  < 4DEFINITION 3.3. Let G s N = N . Let e 0 F j F n denote thej
standard basis of Nnq1. We define a G-grading on A, which we call
 .G-degree to avoid confusion with the total degree, as
G-deg s s G-deg f s e , 0 , for 0 F j F n , .  .  .j j j
G-deg c s 0, e , for 0 F j F n y 1 and 1 F i F 4, .  .ji j
G-deg b s 0, 0 , for 0 F j F n y 1 and 1 F i F 4. . .ji
 .  . < 4Let E s e , 0 j e , e 0 F r F n y 1 ; G.n r r F jF ny1 j
 .  .Remark 3.4. i For a monomial T , G-deg T g E if and only if either
 .  4  < 4  <a T is linear in s , f and of degree 0 in s , f 0 F j F n y 1 j c 0n n j j ji
4  .  < 4F j F n y 1, 1 F i F 4 or b T is linear in s , f 0 F j F n y 1 , say sj j r
 < 4or f divides T , linear in each of c 1 F i F 4 for r F j F n y 1, and ofr ji
 < 4  4degree 0 in c 0 F j F r y 1, 1 F i F 4 j s , f .ji n n
 .ii We note that the generator h and h are not homogeneousr1 r 2
with respect to the G-grading if r G 1. For 1 F r F n, h and h haver1 r 2
 .  .one monomial of G-degree e , 0 and the other of G-degree e , e .r ry1 ry1
All the other generators are homogeneous and their G-degrees are
G-deg h s e , e for 1 F i F 4. .  .0 i 0 0
G-deg h s e , ne for 1 F r F n and 3 F k F 6, .  .r k ry1 ry1
G-deg h s e , e q e for 1 F r F n y 1 and 1 F i F 4. . .r 6qi. ry1 ry1 r
G-deg h s e , e . .  .n7 ny1 ny1
 .LEMMA 3.5. G and E defined in Definition 3.3 satisfy the condition ) in
Lemma 3.2.
 .Proof. Since the condition ) is clear when h is G y homogeneous,r k
 .we only need to consider, by Remark 3.4 ii , h and h , for r G 1, whichr1 r 2
 .have one monomial of G-degree e , 0 and the other of G-degreer
 .  .E  .e , e . Hence, for a monomial T , Th s Th iff G-deg T sry1 ry1 r1 r1
E .  .  .  .0, e and Th s 0 iff G-deg T / 0, e .r F jF ny1 j r1 r F jF ny1 j
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Remark 3.6. As in the case of h and h , we may specify G-degreesj1 j2
 .El such that g h s g h iff g is G-homogeneous of G-degree l :jk jk jk jk jk jk jk
l s 0, e for 1 F i F 4,0 i j /
1FjFny1
l s 0, e for 1 F r F n y 1 and 1 F k F 6,r k j /
rFjFny1
l s 0, e for 1 F r F n y 2 and 1 F i F 4,r 6qi. j /
rq1FjFny1
l s 0, 0 for 1 F i F 4, .ny1.6qi.
l s 0, 0 for 1 F k F 7. .nk
Since we don't need any information about the G-degrees of g , we willjk
say ``G-degrees of all monomials of  g h are in E'' instead of ``letj, k jk jk
 .G-deg g s l for all j and k.''jk jk
LEMMA 3.7. Let 0 F r F n y 1. Let l , m , and g be elements of Ai i jk
such that
l s c y m f c s g h . ) .  . i r r i i r r i jk jk
1FiF4  .0FjFr , 1FkFt j
 .  i.If G-degrees of all monomials of ) are in E, then there are elements g jk
such that:
 .  i.i l s c y m f c s  g h , for 1 F i F 4, andi r r i i r r i 0 F jF r , 1F k F t j. jk jk
 .  i.ii Supp g ; Supp g , for 1 F i F 4.jk jk
Proof. Let g  i. s g if c divides h and g cr i4 if c does not dividejk jk r i jk jk r i
 < 4h . Since the monomials of G-degrees in E are linear in c 1 F i F 4 ,jk r i
 .cr i4  .the conclusion follows immediately when we take y from ) . We
note that only one h is divisible by c , namely h .jk r i r 6qi.
DEFINITION 3.8. For 0 F j F n y 1, let L denote the ideal generatedj
 < 4by b 0 F k F j, 1 F i F 4 . We let L s 0.k i y1
LEMMA 3.9. Let 0 F r F n y 1 and 1 F i F 4. Let l and m be elements
such that G-degrees of all monomials of ls c y m f c are in E.r r i r r i
If ls c y m f c g I , then m y lber g L .r r i r r i r r i ry1
Proof. We use induction on r. Let r s 0. By Lemma 3.2 and Lemma
3.5, we may find coefficients g such that ls c y m f c si 0 0 i 0 0 i
 d . g s c y f c b and G-degrees of all monomials of1 F iF 4 i 0 0 i 0 0 i 0 i
 d . g s c y f c b are in E. Collecting the terms divisible by c ,1F iF 4 i 0 0 i 0 0 i 0 i 0 i
 d .we get s c y m f c s g s c y f c b . Collecting the terms divisible0 0 i 0 0 i i 0 0 i 0 0 i 0 i
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w x w d x e0by s resp. f , we get l s g resp. m s g b . Hence m y lb s 0 g0 0 i i 0 i 0 i
L . Let r G 1 and assume this is true for j - r. Let upper-case lettersy1
denote the level r variables. Since SC y FC B er g I , we may subtracti i i r
 er .l SC y FC B from lSC y mFC to get hFC g I , where h s m yi i i i i i r
lB er. We will prove that if hFC g I and G-degrees of the monomials ofi i r
hFC are in E, then h g L . By Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.5, we may findi ry1
coefficients g such thatjk
 .i hFC s  g h , andi 0 F jF r , 1F k F t j. jk jk
 .ii G-degrees of all monomials of  g h are in E.0 F jF r , 1F k F t j. jk jk
Since h s S y sc and h s sc y F are the only generators of I involv-r1 1 r 2 4 r
ing S or F, g s 0 and g s yhC . We write g , . . . , g for the coeffi-r1 r 2 i 1 5
cients of the remaining level r generators.
hFC syhC sc yF qg fc y sc qg sc y fc qg sc y sc .  .  .  .i i 4 1 1 2 2 3 4 3 3 2
q g fc b y fc b q g fc C b y fc C B b .  .4 2 1 3 4 5 2 i 2 2 i i 3
q g h . jk jk
 .0FjFry1, 1FkFt j
Collecting the terms divisible by c and applying Lemma 3.7, we get thei
following four elements in I all of whose monomials have G-degreesry1
in E:
 .1 g fc ,1 1
 .2 hC sc q g fc ,i 4 2 4
 .  .3 g q g sc y g b fc ,2 3 3 4 4 3
 .  .   ..4 g q g sc y g b q g C b y B b fc .1 3 2 4 1 5 i 2 i 3 2
Let ' denote the congruence mod L . By the induction hypothesisry2
 .  .  .applies to 1 , 2 , and 3 , we get
g ' 0,1
g ' yhC bery 1 ,2 i 4
g b ' g q g bery 1 ' yhC bery 1 q g bery 1 . .  .4 4 2 3 3 i 4 3 3
Since b and bery 1 are relatively prime in the polynomial ring ArL ,4 3 ry2
g ' hC bery 1 q d b and g ' d bery 1 , for some d .3 i 4 4 4 3
 .Applying the induction hypothesis to 4 , we get
g b q g C b y B b ' g q g bery 1 ' hC bery 1 q d b bery 1 . .  .  .4 1 5 i 2 i 3 1 3 2 i 4 4 2
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Using g ' d bery 1, we get4 3
hC bery 1 bery 1 ' d b bery 1 y bery 1 b q g C b y B b . . .i 4 2 1 3 2 4 5 i 2 i 3
ery 1 ery 1  ery 1 .Since hC b b is in the prime ideal Q s b y B b , b y B b qi 4 2 2 i 3 1 i 4
L and bery 1 bery 1 is not in Q for height reasons, hC g Q ; L . Sincejy2 r 2 i ry1
C is not in the prime ideal L , h g L .i ry1 ry1
 .We will give an example of h with G-deg hFC g E such that hFC g Ii i r
at the end of this section.
e j LEMMA 3.10. Let 0 F r F n y 1. Let M s  c b . Mr rq1F jF ny1 j4 ny1j4
.s 1. Let l, m, and g be elements such thatjk
M q l s c y m f c s g h g I . ) .  .r r r4 r r4 jk jk r
 .0FjFr , 1FkFt j
If M f Supp l, then  c bej g Supp g .r 1F jF ny1 j4 04j4
 .Proof. Since G-deg M s c g E, we may assume, by Lemma 3.2 andr r r4
 .Lemma 3.5, that G-degrees of the monomials of ) are in E. We use
induction on r. If r s 0, then
M q l s c y m f c s g s c y f c bd . .  .0 0 04 0 04 0 i 0 0 i 0 0 0 i
0FiF4
Collecting the terms divisible by s c , we get g s M q l. Since M f0 04 04 0 0
Supp l, M s  c bej g Supp g .0 1F jF ny1 j4 04j4
Let r G 1 and let the upper-case letters denote the level r variables.
Since h s S y sc and h s sc y F are the only generators of Ir1 1 r 2 4 r
 .involving S or F, g s M q l C and g s mC . For simplicity we user1 r 4 r 2 4
d for the coefficients of the remaining level r genreators. Note thati
.g s 0 for k / 4.r 6qk .
M q l SC y mFC .r 4 4
s M q l C S y sc q mC sc y F .  .  .r 4 1 4 4
q d fc y sc q d sc y fc q d sc y sc .  .  .1 1 2 2 3 4 3 3 2
q d fc b y fc b q d fc C b y fc C B b .  .4 2 1 3 4 5 2 4 2 2 4 4 3
q g h . jk jk
 .0FjFry1, 1FkFt j
Collecting the terms dividing c and applying Lemma 3.7, we get4
mC sc y d fc s yg 4. h . .4 4 2 4 jk jk
 .0FjFry1, 1FkFt j
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 . Applying Lemma 3.9 to M q l SC y mFC g I , we get m s M qr 4 4 r r
. er  < 4.l B q a , where a g L s b 0 F j F r y 1, 1 F i F 4 . Since mC4 ry1 ji 4
 er .  er .s M q lC B q a C and M f Supp lC B q a C , we mayry1 4 4 4 ry1 4 4 4
e j  4..use the induction hypothesis to conclude  c b g Supp yg1F jF ny1 j4 04j4
; Supp g .04
The proof of Key Lemma 1.3 is essentially the same as the proof of
Lemma 3.10.
KEY LEMMA 1.3. Let l be an element of the ring A such that 1 f Supp l,
 . .i.e., the constant term of l is 0. If 1 q l s y f s n n 0 F jF n,
g h , then1F k F t j. jk jk
c bej g Supp g . j4 04j4
1FjFny1
 .  .Proof. Since G-deg s s G-deg f g E, we may assume, by Lemman n
 .3.2 and Lemma 3.5, that G-degrees of all monomials of ) are in E. Let
the upper-case letters denote the level n variables. Since h s S y scn1 1
and h s sc y F are the only generators of J involving S or F, g s gn2 4 n1 n2
s 1 q l. For simplicity we use d for the coefficients of the remaining fivei
level n generators.
1 q l S y F s 1 q l S y sc q 1 q l sc y F .  .  .  .  .  .1 4
q d fc y sc q d sc y fc q d sc y sc .  .  .1 1 2 2 3 4 3 3 2
q d fc b y fc b q d fc b y fc b .  .4 2 1 3 4 5 2 2 2 3
q g h . jk jk
 .0FjFny1, 1FkFt j
Collecting the terms dividing c and applying Lemma 3.7, we get4
1 q l sc y d fc s yg 4. h . .  .4 2 4 jk jk
 .0FjFny1, 1FkFt j
Since 1 f Supp l, we may use Lemma 3.9 to conclude P c bej g1F jF ny1 j4 j44. .Supp yg ; Supp g .04 04
We close this section with an example of h such that hFC g I andi j
 .G-deg hFC g E.i
EXAMPLE 3.11. Let the upper-case letters denote level 1 F j F n y 1
variables. Let h s b y b B ejy 1, a s bejy 1q1B ejy 1, b s bejy 1 bejy 1 B ejy 1, and1 4 i 4 i 3 4 i
 .e jy 1 e jy 14  . g s b B y b r b B y b . These are found by first solving the3 i 2 3 i 2
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e jy 1 e jy 1  c jy 1 e jy 1 .  .equation hC b b ' d b b y b b q g b y B b in the proofi 4 2 1 3 2 4 5 2 i 3
.  .of Lemma 3.9. Then G-deg hFC g E andi
hFC s yhC sc y F q hC sc y fc bejy 1 .  .  .i i 4 i 4 4 4
q ybejy 1hC sc y fc . .4 i 3 4
q ya C sc y f bejy 1 q bejy 1hC q a C sc y sc .  . .  .i 3 c 3 4 i i 3 2
q bC fc b y fc b q bejy 1hC q a C sc y fc bejy 1 .  .  .i 2 1 3 4 4 i i 2 2 2
q b bejy 1g fc C b y fc C B b . . .1 4 2 i 2 2 i i 3
4. MISCELLANEOUS REMARKS
In this section we make some remarks we have postponed not to
interrupt our discussion of the example and the modifications. We discuss
the elements in I involving only the variables of level r or higher, and ther
maximum degree of the monomials appearing in a certain expression of
s y f as a combination of the generators of J. This maximum degree wasn n
w xconsidered in BS . Because this section is not an essential part of the paper
our discussion will be sketch at times, but an interested reader should have
no difficulties filing in the detail.
w x  .In BS a monomial T in A is defined to be of level j if i T involves
 .  4only the variables of level G j, and ii T is linear in s , f , and inj j
 4c , . . . ,c , and is not divisible by any of s , . . . , s or f , . . . , f . Sincej1 j4 jq1 n jq1 n
this condition includes a restriction on the variables b , we may define aji
nq1 nq1 nq1  .  .G9 s N = N = N -grading on A by G9-deg s s G9-deg f sj j
 .  .  .  .  .e , 0, 0 , G9-deg c s 0, e , 0 , and G9 y deg b s 0, 0, e . Using G9-j ji j ji j
grading we can rewrite the condition for a monomial T to be of level j as
 .  .G9-deg T s e , e q  m e , n e , where m , n G 0.j j jq1F k F n k k jF k F n k k k k
 .We may thus choose E9 s e , e q  m e , n e : 0 Fj j jq1F k F n k k jF k F n k k
4  .j F n, m , n G 0 so that T is of level j if and only if G9-deg T g E9.k k
This choice of G9 and E9 is not convenient for our analysis because it
 . w  .xE9doesn't satisfy the condition ) in Lemma 3.2 as c b s y s c js1. i ji jq1 j j1
s c b s c shows. We modified the conditions of le¨el to G and E jq1. i ji j j1
 .defined in Section 3 so that the condition ) is satisfied. A drawback is a
rather loose connection between the coefficients l and m in Lemma 3.9.
However, our analysis easily proves Proposition 4.3 below with slight
modifications in G and E.
DEFINITION 4.1. In Section 3 we chose G and E in a very specific way
to make a certain expression of s y f as simple as possible. To discussn n
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er  .the expression of s c y f c b for 0 F r F n y 1, we define G r sr r i r r i r i
N rq1 = N rq1-gradings on A as
 .  .  .  .i if y is a variable of level ) r, then G r -deg y s 0, 0 ,
 .  .  .  .ii if y is a variable of level F r, then G r -deg y s G-deg y
 .identifying G r with the obvious subsemigroup of G.
 .  .4  . 4  .We define E r s 0, 0 j e , e : 0 F j F r : G r .j jF k F r j
 .  .  .  .LEMMA 4.2. i G r and E r satisfies the condition ) in Lemma 3.2.
 .  .  .ii Lemma 3.7 is ¨alid with r, G r , and E r in places of n y 1, G,
and E.
 .iii Let 0 F r F n y 1 and 1 F i F 4. Assume either
 .  .  .a G r -degrees of all monomials of ls c y m f c are in E r orr r i r r i
 .  .b G r y 1 -degrees of all monomials of ls c y m f c are inr r i r r i
 .E r y 1 and
ls c y m f c s g h with g s l and g s m.r r i r r i jk jk r1 r 2
 .0FjFr , 1FkFt j
If ls c y m f c g I , then m y lber g L .r r i r r i r ry1r i
 .  .Proof. The proofs of i and ii are identical to the proofs of Lemm 3.5
and Lemma 3.7, respectively. The proof of Lemma 3.9 carries over to
 . .  . .  . .iii a . Part iii b is a sharpened version of iii a whose proof is the
 . .same as iii a because the additional assumption reduces the level to
r y 1.
 w x.PROPOSITION 4.3 Lemma 8 of MM . Let 0 F r F n y 1. If T is a
monomial such that s c y T g I , then T s s c or f c ber.r r i r r r i r r i r i
 .  .E r .Proof. By Lemma 4.2 i and Lemma 3.2, s c y T s s c yr r i r r i
E r .  . .  .  .  .T g I . Since s c is not in I by Lemma 4.2 iii a , G r -deg T g E r .r r r i r
Since T is a monomial, T is divisible either by s c , in which case T s s cr r i r r i
 . .  . .by Lemma 4.2 iii a , or by f c , in which case we apply Lemma 4.2 iii ar r i
again to get T s f c ber q d , where d is in L . Since T is a monomial,r r i r i ry1
erT s f c b .r r i r i
We may also prove:
w xPROPOSITION 4.4. Let 0 F r F n y 1 and let A s k V , . . . , V : A.r r n
Let a s ls y m f g I l A . Ifr r r r
a s g h with g s l and g s m , a . jk jk r1 r 2
 .0FjFr , 1FkFt j
 er 4then a is in the ideal generated by s c y s c b : 1 F i F 4 .r r i r r i r i
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 .  .  .  .Proof. Since a g A , G r y 1 -deg a s 0, 0 g E r y 1 . By Lemmar
 .  .4.2 i and Lemma 3.2, we may assume that G r y 1 -degrees of all mono-
 .  .mials of a are in E r y 1 . We use induction on r. The case r s 0
follows from the definition of the ideal I . Let r G 1 and assume this is0
true for j - r. Let upper-case letters denote level r variables. Applying
 .C j4 Cj4 Cj4 Cj4  .y , we see that a s g S y m F also satisfies the condition a .
 . . Cj4 C j4 er C j4By Lemma 4.2 ii b , m s l B q d , where d g L . Since m g A ,i ry1 r
C j4 C j4 er C j4  er 4.m s l B and a is in the ideal H s SC y SC B : 1 F i F 4 .i i i i
Write a s a y a C14 and a s a y a Ci4 for i s 2, 3, 4. Then a satis-1 i iy1 iy1 i
 . C14fies a and is an element of H for all 1 F i F 4. Since a s a q
a C24 q a C34 q a C44 q a , it suffices to show that a g H. In fact we will1 2 3 4 4
assume a s a and prove a s 0 using the fact that no monomial of a is4
divisible by any of the C 's.j
Write
a s l S y sc q g fc y sc q m sc y F q g sc y fc .  .  .  .1 1 1 2 4 2 3 4
qg sc y sc q g fc b y fc b q h , h g I . .  .3 3 2 4 2 1 3 4 ry1
We note that the generators fc C b y fc C B b are missing because no2 i 2 2 i i 3
.monomial of a is divisible by any of C . Collecting terms with c , we geti i
lsc y g fc q g q g sc y g fc b 4 .  .1 1 1 1 3 2 4 2 1
q yg y g sc q g fc b q ymsc q g fc g I . 4 .  .2 3 3 4 3 4 4 2 4 ry1
 .Let ' denote the congruence mod L . By Lemma 4.2 ii and Lemmary2
 . .4.2 iii a ,
g ' lbery 1 , b g ' g q g bery 1 , b g ' g q g bery 1 , .  .1 1 1 4 1 3 2 4 4 2 3 3
g ' mbery 1 « g g ' lbery 1 q g bery 1 , b g ' mbery 1 q g bery 1 . .  .2 4 1 4 1 3 2 4 4 4 3 3
Since ArL is a polynomial ring, g ' z bery 1 bery 1 for some z . Hence4 2 3
ery 1 ery 1 ery 1 ery 1  ery 1 ery 1 .g ' b b z y lb ' b b z y mb , and z b b y b b '3 1 3 1 4 2 4 3 1 2 4
lbery 1 y mbery 1. Specializing b s 1 and b s b s 0 in the polynomial1 4 1 3 4
ring ArL , we get l s 0. Similarly, specializing b s 1 and b s b s 0,ry2 4 1 2
we get m s 0.
 .  .Remark 4.5. i Since the G r -degree of the level r monomial is
 .  .  .  .e , e and a g I of G r -degree e , e satisfies a , Proposition 4.4r r r r r
shows that if a g I is a combination of level r monomials, then a sr
 er . l SC y FC B for some l . This extends the last statement of1F iF 4 i i i i i
 . w xLemma 2.2 iv in MM .
 .ii If a g I l A , then a s lS y mF for some l and m in Ar r r
because S y sc and sc y F are the only generators of I with a term not1 4 r
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involving the variables of level - r. The author believes that the condition
 .a in Proposition 4.4 is not essential but doesn't know how to handle the
case when l or m is divisible by S or F.
We now compute, using the coefficients in the proof of Lemma 1.1, the
maximum degree of the monomials appearing in a certain expression of
s y f as a combination of the generators of J. Let the upper-case lettersn n
 .denote the level j variables for 0 F j F n. We first restate ) in the proof
 .of Lemma 1.1. C s B s 1 if j s n.i i
SC y FC B eji i i
s C S y sc q C bejy 1 fc y sc q C B ej sc y F .  .  .i 1 i 1 1 2 i i 4
q C B ej bejy 1 sc y fc q yg C b y C B ej bejy 1 sc y sc .  . .  .i i 4 3 4 i 4 i i 4 3 2
q yg C bejy 1 fc b y fc b q d fc C b y Fc C B b .  . .i 3 2 1 3 4 2 i 2 2 i i 3
q C sc y fc bejy 1 q C bejy 1 y g C b y C B ej bejy 1 .  .i 1 1 1 i 1 i 4 i i 4
= sc y fc bejy 1 q g C b sc y fc bejy 1 .  .2 2 2 i 4 3 3 3
q yC B ej sc y fc bejy 1 . ) . .  .i i 4 4 4
We collected the multiples of the level j generators first and grouped
the multiples of four elements sc y fc bejy 1 at the end because they arei i i
combinations of level F j y 1 generators, not part of the generators of J.
As was indicated in the proof of Lemma 1.1 we may choose any g and d
satisfying the equation
bejy 1 bejy 1 y B ej bejy 1 bejy 1 s g b bejy 1 y b bejy 1 q d b y B b . . .1 2 i 4 2 4 2 1 3 2 i 3
We choose g and d as
g s yB ejy 1 bejy 1 B ej y bejy 1 r b B ejy 1 y b 4 .  .  .i 4 i 1 4 i 1
s yB ej bejy 1y1 y ??? yB ejy 1 bejy 1y1 ,i 4 i 1
d s b bejy 1 B ej y bejy 1 r b B ejy 1 y b 4 .  .1 4 i 1 4 i 1
= bejy 1 B ejy 1 y bejy 1 r b B y b 4 . .3 i 2 3 i 2
s B ejye jy 1 bejy 1y1 b q ??? qbejy 1 B ejy 1y1 bejy 1y1 q ??? qbejy 1y1 .  .i 4 1 1 i 3 2
s B ejy 1 bejy 1y1 bejy 1y1 b q ??? qbejy 1 bejy 1y1 .i 4 3 1 1 2
We point out here that the monomials of g correspond to the loops in
w xthe construction in MM, BS .
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By inspection one checks that the maximum degree of the monomials in
 . w x w x) for 1 F j F n y 1 resp. j s n is e q 2 e q 3 resp. 2 e q 2j jy1 ny1
 e jy 1.  e j e jy 11 . e jy 1.arising from g C b sc y fc b s yC B b q ??? sc y fc bi 4 3 3 3 i i 4 3 3 3
w  eny 1 . eny 1.xresp. yb q ??? sc y fc b . We note that there are other mono-4 3 3 3
mials of maximum degree, e.g., the leading monomial of d fc C b y2 i 2
.fc C B b , but they appear with level j generators and cannot produce2 i i 3
 .higher degree monomials when ) is repeated with j y 1. Also
 e jy 1 e j e jy 1. e jy 1.C b y g C b y C B b sc y fc b appears to produce ai 1 i 4 i i 4 2 2 2
monomial of maximum degree, but yC B ej bejy 1 and the leading monomiali i 4
of yg C b cancel. Using induction it can be shown that there is ani 4
expression of s y f as a combination of the generators of J in whichn n
f  c bej bej is the maximum degree monomial arising from0 0 F jF ny1 j3 j3 j4
 d e j e j . d .b  c b b q ??? s c y f c b . This is the maximum de-04 1F jF ny1 j3 j3 j4 0 03 0 03 03
w xgree monomial considered in BS .
Using the same arguments for Key Lemma 1.3 and Lemma 2.2 we can
prove:
 .LEMMA 4.6. i Let l be an element of A such that 1 f Supp l. If
 . . d e j e j1 q l s y f s  g h g J, then b  c b bn n 0 F jF n, 1F k F t j. jk jk 04 1F jF ny1 j3 j3 j4
g Supp g .03
 .ii Let H denote the homogenization of the generator h of J injk jk
m  m .  .Section 1. If z f Supp L and z q l, ), . . . , ) is a homogeneous
  . 4syzygy of y s y f , H , then m G n q  2 e .n n jk 0 F jF ny1 j
 .Remark 4.7. i Let m s n q  2 e . Our discussion above0 0 F jF ny1 j
shows that there is an expression of s y f in which every monomial is ofn n
 .degree F 1 q m . Homogenizing this expression, we get a homogeneous0
 m0 .  .syzygy of the form z , ), . . . , ) which is minimal by Lemma 4.6 ii . This
w xis the minimal syzygy considered in BS .
 .ii We point out that working with g would have required more03
consideration because the coefficientr of s c y f c bej depends on thej j3 j j3 j3
 .choice of g as ) above shows, and also on the syzygies of the elements
 .appearing in ) as the Example 4.8 shows below. However, the problems
with g and syzygies can easily be handled as follow: Since b bejy 1 y b bejy 14 2 1 3
is relatively prime to b y B b , g can only be changed by an element in2 i 3
 .the ideal b y B b . This element cannot cancel the leading monomial2 i 3
e j e jy 1  .B b C of g C b which is not in the ideal b y B b . Adding a syzygyi 4 i i 4 2 i 3
can't affect this monomial either because each monomial of a in Example
 . e j e jy 14.8 is in the ideal b y b which doesn't contain B b C . On the other2 3 i 4 i
hand the coefficients of s c y f c bej are not affected by the choice of gj j4 j j4 j4
 .as the expression ) above shows, or by the syzygies as Example 4.8
shows. For this reason we chose to work with the coefficient of s c y0 04
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f c bd which also exhibits double exponential growth even though it does0 04 04
not produce a monomial of highest degree.
 . e jy 1 .EXAMPLE 4.8. Let a s b b y b C , b s b b y b C , and g s4 2 3 i 3 2 3 i
be jy 1 b y b bejy 1. Then2 4 1 3
a sc y fc bejy 1 q ya sc y fc bejy 1 q a sc y sc .  . .  .2 2 2 3 3 3 3 2
q b fc b y fc b q g fc C b y fc C B b s 0, .  .2 1 3 4 2 i 2 2 i i 3
 .and all monomials in this syzygy are of level r, and of G r -degrees in
 .E r . These examples were found by solving an equation
g sc y fc bejy 1 q g sc y sc q g fc b y fc b .  . .1 3 3 3 2 3 2 3 2 1 3 4
q g sc y fc bejy 1 q g fc C b y fc C B b s 0 . .4 2 2 2 5 2 i 2 2 i i 3
because a syzygy with leveled monomials can't involve the generators
S y sc , F y sc , fc y sc , and sc y fc . We may further check, by1 4 1 2 3 4
collecting the terms with C , that every syzygy consisting of leveled mono-i
 .mials is a combination of the above four 1 F i F 4 types of syzygies.
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